The citrate reduction method of synthesis of gold nanoparticles (AuNP) is standardized with the assistance of instruments like spectrophotometer and TEM. A correlation has been developed between the particle diameter and the fractional concentration of the reductant. This enables one to assess the diameter of the AuNP to be synthesized, in advance, from the composition of the reaction mixture and the diameter of the synthesized particles can be confirmed simply from spectrophotometry. Further, it has been demonstrated that the synthesized AuNPs serve as excellent acceptors for a super-efficient energy transfer (ET) from the donor coumarin 153, leading to a quenching of fluorescence of the latter. The Stern-Volmer constants determined from the fluorescence lifetimes are in the range 10 7 -10 9 mol −1 ·dm 3 and are orders of magnitude higher than the normal photochemical quenching processes. The energy transfer efficiency increases radically with an increase in the size of the metal nanoparticle. The highly efficient energy transfer and the variation of the efficiency of the ET process with a variation of the particle size is ascribed to a large enhancement in the extinction coefficient and an increase in the spectral overlap between the plasmon absorption band of AuNPs and the fluorescence spectrum of C153 with an increase in the size of the nanoparticles. The impact of the work remains in providing a demonstration of a super quenching effect of the AuNPs and projects that they can be exploited for developing biosensors with high degree of sensitivity, if tagged to the biomacromolecules.
Introduction
Gold nanoparticles are among the most extensively studied nanomaterials. They are known to be the most stable metal nanoparticles [1, 2] . Numerous studies have been reported on the synthesis, property and application development of gold clusters, colloids, and nanoparticles [3] [4] [5] [6] . Gold nanoparticles exhibit many unique and interesting physical and optical properties such as intense surface plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), nonlinear optical (NLO) properties, and quantized charging effect [7] [8] [9] . AuNPs are recognized as the building blocks for many nanoscale materials and devices including conductive and optical hybrid composites and promote their applications in diverse fields [1] [2] [3] [4] 10] . The surface plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles is an optical property that holds promising potential in biosensing, molecular imaging, and photothermal treatment of diseases. Taton et al. demonstrated the use of gold nanoparticles as an optical probe to detect DNA molecules based on the color change of individually scattered nanoparticles and the complementary DNAhybridized nanoparticle aggregates [11] .
Besides applications in optoelectronics and biomedicine, AuNP is known to have a superior quenching efficiency in a wider range of wavelengths compared to the organic quenchers [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . AuNPs having unique size dependent SPR, its absorption band can be tuned easily and precisely by changing its shape and size to increase the overlap of its absorption band with the fluorescence band of a chosen fluorophore. This results in an efficient transfer of energy from the excited fluorophore to the gold nanoparticle surface leading to the quenching of the fluorescence of the fluorophore. To peep into the mechanistic aspect of the energy transfer process, two propositions are put forward; Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and nanoparticle surface energy transfer (NSET). In FRET the excitation energy is transferred to the acceptor dipole through induced dipole mechanism, while in NSET the dipolar interactions occur due to the presence of free conduction band electrons in the metal nanoparticle that provides dipole vectors on the surface of the metal ready to accept energy from the donor [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Apart from the conceptual difference, the major difference between FRET and NSET from the applicational point of view remains in the fact that while the efficiency of the former process depends on the inverse sixth power of the donor-acceptor distance (1/r 6 ), for the latter the dependence lies on inverse fourth power (1/r 4 ). Anyway, the high sensitivity of the energy transfer process on the donor-acceptor distance makes both FRET and NSET as "spectroscopic rulers" for measurement of intramolecular or intermolecular distances. This has provided physicists, chemists and biologists a powerful and versatile tool for studying the structure and dynamics of small or large molecules in condensed phases [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Keeping in mind the importance of search for newer donor-acceptor pairs for an efficient energy transfer, here we have explored quenching of the fluorescence of a well-known laser dye from the coumarin family, namely coumarin 153 (C153), by gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). Apart from being a laser dye, because of its solvent sensitive spectral behavior, C153 is exploited for deciphering various aspects including exploration of the properties of the different domains of microheterogeneous environments and solvation dynamics [29] [30] [31] [32] . Considering a good overlap between the fluorescence spectrum of C153 emitting at ~550 nm in water [29] and the absorption spectra of AuNPs, the C153-AuNP pair has been chosen for a plausible energy transfer from the donor (C153) to the acceptor (AuNPs). Since AuNPs have size dependent absorption bands with high extinction coefficients, we were expecting a super-efficient energy transfer system demonstrating a highly effective tunable quencher. We were also interested in deciphering the impact of the dimension of the gold nanoparticles on the efficiency of quenching. Hence, prior to probing of the quenching due to the energy transfer from the fluorophore to the AuNPs, we intended to synthesize the metal nanoparticles and standardize the method of synthesis. Since the optical behavior of AuNPs depend very much on their size, numerous research works of AuNPs are emphasized on controlling the particle size and morphology [33] [34] [35] . Attempts are also there to develop stabilizing methods with different functional ligands in solution [36] . Typically, the wet chemical synthesis of gold colloids is carried out in the presence of stabilizing agents, often citrate, phosphates or thiols, which bind to the atoms exposed at the surface of the nanoparticles. AuNPs can be synthesized with high degrees of precision for diameters between 2 -300 nm. As their diameters increase, their plasmon band shifts toward red making them highly tunable absorbing agents [37] . The simplest and by far the most commonly used method for preparation of gold sols is the reduction of aqueous HAuCl 4 by sodium citrate at the boiling point [38, 39] . Considering the important applications of AuNPs in diverse fields, a simple controlled synthesis of the nanoparticles under mild condition poses a challenge.
Our specific objective in this respect was to develop a simple strategy for the controlled synthesis as well as easy determination of the particle diameter of the synthesized gold nanoparticles. We have dealt with the synthesis of AuNPs by the citrate reduction of HAuCl 4 as introduced by Frens, to produce gold nanoparticles within 15 nm -60 nm diameter [34, 38] and have standardized this synthetic method with the help of TEM and spectrophotometric measurements. We have found correlations between the composition of the reactants in the reaction mixture with the maximum of the plasmon absorption (λ max ) as well as the diameter of the AuNPs produced. This allows one to dictate the dimension of the synthesized gold nanoparticles directly from the composition of the reactants and this can be confirmed easily from UV-vis spectrophotometry.
The outline of the present work thus remains two fold. Firstly to develop an effective strategy for the synthesis of gold nanoparticles of desired dimension controlling the composition of the reaction mixture and secondly to use these AuNPs as super-efficient quenchers for suitable fluorophores.
The impetus of the work lies in providing a newer and simple system to be exploited for developing biosensor with high degree of sensitivity since AuNPs can be tagged to biomacromolecules. The high quenching efficiency of gold nanoparticles has found potential applications in the development of fluorescence-based assays for DNA, RNA and protein markers [40] . Gold nanoparticles are also observed to quench the conjugated polymers superefficiently which has its applications in the polymerbased biosensing at the subpicomolar analyte concentration [14] . The high extinction coefficient near the plasmon resonance frequency enhances the efficiency of the gold nanoparticles towards quenching of the fluorescence of the matched fluorophores [16] . This super quenching property of AuNPs allows them to be developed as gold nanoparticle-based miniaturized energy transfer probe and employed in "turn on" and "turn off" fluorescence approaches for the sensitive and selective detection of Hg 2+ , Pb 2+ , and Cu 2+ ions [41, 42] .
Experimental Details
Coumarin 153 and hydrogen tetrachloroaurate trihydrate (HAuCl 4 ) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA) and trisodium citrate dihydrate from Merck (India) respectively are used without further purification. Triply distilled water has been used to prepare the aqueous solutions wherever required. Gold nanoparticles of different sizes have been synthesized following the citrate reduction of HAuCl 4 as introduced by Frens [38, 39] (Scheme 1). AuNPs of vari-
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ous particle diameters have been synthesized by controlling the fractional concentration of the reducing agent in the reaction mixture [39] .
Standardization of Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles of Desired Dimension in the Range 15 nm -60 nm
Concentration of the synthesized AuNPs is calculated from the concentration of gold salt in the reaction mixture following the procedure reported by El-Sayed et al. [43] considering the reduction to be quantitative. The aggregation number is calculated using the particle radius estimated from the TEM images and taking the atomic radius of gold to be 144 picometer. The molar extinction coefficient of the synthesized AuNPs is then calculated from the aggregation number, concentration of gold salt in the reaction mixture and the absorbance of the respective AuNPs.
The absorption spectra of the synthesized gold nanoparticles of four different dimensions are depicted in Figure  1 . The figure reveals the characteristic surface plasmon bands. The high extinction coefficients of the AuNPs are manifested in the intense absorption bands. While varying the fractional concentration of citrate in the reaction mixture from 0.4 to 0.728 there was a hypsochromic shift in the absorption maximum (λ max ) of the synthesized gold nanoparticles from 535 nm -520 nm. We have tried to find if there is any correlation between the λ max and the particle size. For the purpose of getting the dimensions of the AuNPs, we take help of TEM. The morphology of the synthesized gold nanoparticles from the TEM images reveals spherical gold nanoparticles. For four different gold nanoparticles of varying sizes the diameters fall in the range of 16 nm to 59 nm ( Table 1) . It has already been reported by Frens, although qualitatively, that an alteration of concentration ratio of sodium citrate to tetrachloroaurate, used for the reduction reaction, changes the particle size [38] . Our results corroborate it quantitatively (vide supra).
Room temperature absorption and steady state fluorescence measurements are performed using a Shimadzu UV-2450 spectrophotometer and a Spex fluorolog-2 spectrofluorometer equipped with DM3000F software respectively. Fluorescence lifetimes are determined from time-resolved intensity decays by the method of timecorrelated single-photon counting (TCSPC) using a nanosecond diode excitation source at 403 nm (IBH, UK, nanoLED-07) and TBX-04 as the detector. The instrument response time is ~1 ns. The decays are deconvoluted using IBH DAS-6 decay analysis software. Quality of the fits is judged by the reduced χ 2 criterion and the randomness of the fitted function to the raw data. Biexponential decay profiles are described by   1
To develop a possible strategy to assess the diameter of the synthesized AuNPs directly from the composition of the reaction mixture through a relation, we looked for a series of variations between different parameters related to the aspect (Figure 2) . The variation of diameter of the AuNPs as directly measured from TEM was noticed as a function ofλ max (Figure 2(a) ). Then the variation of λ max was studied as a function of the fractional concentration of the reductant (citrate) in the reaction mixture (Figure 2(b) ). Finally the correlation for the 
All the experiments are performed at ambient temperature (27˚C) with air-equilibrated solutions. variation of particle diameter as a function of the fractional concentration of citrate was determined (Figure  2(c) ). Interestingly, the last correlation was same as that calculated from the first two correlations. This agreement emphasizes the reliability of our strategy and enables one to assess the diameter of the AuNPs to be synthesized directly from the knowledge of the fractional concentration of the citrate in the reaction mixture while adopting Frens method. Figure 2 (a) depicts the plot of particle diameter of the AuNPs measured directly from TEM, as a function of λ max . This plot reveals a linear variation with a very good correlation factor (R = 0.999). This emphasizes on the fact that one can rely on either of the two factors almost equally. This is in tune with the proposition of Mie theory [44] . This plot, thus, provides an easier way to estimate the size of the nanoparticles from the knowledge of the λ max of the synthesized AuNPs without using the costlier, and often not available, TEM. Considering the fact that composition of the reaction mixture during the synthesis of the AuNPs plays as the controlling factor for the size of the synthesized gold nanoparticles and that λ max depends on the size of the nanoparticles, we looked for finding a correlation between λ max and fractional concentration of the reductant (citrate) in the reaction mixture. Fractional concentration (FC) of the citrate salt in the reaction mixture is defined as To make the citrate reduction method programmable in the sense that one can assess the dimension of the synthesized AuNPs simply from the composition of the reaction mixture, we intended to obtain a correlation between the diameter of the synthesized AuNPs and the fractional concentration of citrate in the reaction mixture. Figure 2(c) depicts the calibration plot between these two parameters with a good correlation factor once again (R = 0.997). This calibration plot enables one to synthesize gold nanoparticles of a desired dimension, at least within the range 15 nm -60 nm, directly by controlling the concentration of citrate relative to HAuCl 4 in the reaction mixture. It is encouraging to note that the slope of Standardization of the citrate reduction method of synthesis of gold nanoparticles, based exclusively on the instrumental support, makes the method very friendly to use.
To make the story short, let us elucidate the steps involved during the development of the strategy. 1) First we vary the concentration of the citrate keeping the concentration of the hydrogen tetrachloroaurate trihydrate (HAuCl 4 ) constant to synthesize AuNPs of different sizes; 2) Then we measure the diameters of the synthesized gold nanoparticles from transmission electron microscopy (TEM); 3) We collect the absorption spectra and get the plasmonic absorption maxima (λ max ) for the synthesized gold nanoparticles; 4) Now we plot these λ max against the measured diameters of the AuNPs and get a correlation between the two parameters; 5) We also calculate the fractional concentration (FC) of the citrate in the reaction mixture as
Citrate Citrate HAuCl FC   ; 6) λ max is then plotted against calculated FC of citrate for all the synthesized AuNPs to get a correlation; 7) The diameters of the nanoparticles measured from the TEM are then plotted against FCs of citrate used for the synthesis of nanoparticles of different dimensions to get the final correlation between the diameter of the AuNPs and the FC of the citrate in the reaction mixture. The final equation that is developed through this strategy is given above (Equation (2)). Following this relation, one can simply set a definite composition of the reactants in the reaction mixture and calculate the expected diameter of AuNP to be synthesized from the FC value of the reaction mixture. After the actual synthesis, one can confirm the diameter simply from spectrophotometry.
Superquenching of Coumarin 153 by Gold Nanoparticles
After synthesizing the AuNPs of desired dimensions (within the range 15 nm -60 nm) we proceeded to study the effect of these metal nanoparticles on the fluorescence of coumarin 153. In aqueous medium photoexcitation of C153 (~1 × 10
) at its lowest energy absorption band (430 nm) yields a broad and unstructured fluorescence peaking at around 550 nm [29] . Successive addition of picomolar concentrations of AuNPs in this solution leads to a remarkable quenching of the emission of the fluorophore. Repetition of the steady state fluorescence quenching of C153 using gold nanoparticles of four different dimensions reflects that the degree of fluorescence quenching increases radically with an increase in the size of the gold nanoparticles.
The quenching phenomenon could result either from static or dynamic interactions between the dye and the nanoparticles. To confirm the character of the quenching process we have performed the time-resolved fluorescence decay analyses [19, 23] . In aqueous solution, fluorescence of C153 at 550 nm displays a bi-exponential decay giving an average lifetime of 2 ± 0.2 ns [29] . Upon successive addition of AuNPs to the solution, a gradual decrease in the fluorescence lifetime of C153 is observed. Figure 3 depicts a representative set of the decay profiles of C153 in the presence of varying concentrations of AuNP of a particle diameter, namely, 30 nm. A marked lowering in the donor lifetime confirms the quenching process to be dynamic [23, 45] . For a definite concentration of the quencher (AuNPs), the fluorescence lifetime of C153 is found to decrease more with an increase in size of the quencher nanoparticles, consistent with the steady state observations. Stern-Volmer relation is observed to be followed for the quenching of the fluorescence lifetime of the donor with the addition of the AuNPs (Figure 4) .
τ 0 and τ are the fluorescence lifetimes of C153 in the absence and presence of the AuNPs respectively. Slopes of the plots depicted in Figure 4 give the Stern-Volmer constants and they come to be in the range 10 7 -10 It is interesting to note that the values of the SternVolmer constants are orders of magnitude higher compared to the same for normal diffusion controlled quenching processes [10] . This substantiates the super-efficient to the AuNPs [10, 46, 47] . Since the dimensions of the AuNPs for the present study (15 -59 nm) are greater than 10 nm, we see an efficient quenching instead of an plasmonic near-field enhancement which is reported for smaller AuNPs (≤10 nm) [48, 49] . The energy transfer efficiencies (E) have been measured using Equation (4) from the lifetime data. τ and τ 0 are the lifetimes of the donor in the presence and absence of the acceptor respectively. (4) numerical integration method using the following relation [23] . The dependence of the critical donor-acceptor distance (R 0 ) when energy transfer efficiency is 50%, on the spectral overlap ( Figure 5 ) for a particular donor-acceptor pair is expressed as
where F(λ) is the fluorescence intensity of the donor in the wavelength range λ to (λ + Δλ) with the total intensity normalized to unity, ε A (λ) is the molar extinction coefficient of the acceptor at wavelength λ expressed in mol [52] . This infers that the larger gold nanoparwhere κ 2 represents the relative orientation of the donor to the acceptor molecule, n is the refractive index of the medium (1.333 for water), Φ D is the quantum yield of the donor in the absence of the acceptor, taken as 0.12 from the literature [50, 51] and J(λ) is the overlap integral of the fluorescence emission spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor in units of mol −1 ·dm 3 ·cm 3 . Considering a random rotational diffusion for the small molecules, κ 2 is taken to be 2/3 [23] . The overlap integral J(λ) has been calculated from the ticles are capable of quenching the fluorescence of C153 from a longer distance, that is, the energy transfer efficiency is higher for bigger AuNPs. This is ascribed to the much enhanced extinction coefficient, and a greater overlap between the fluorescence spectrum of C153 and AuNPs as the dimension of the latter is increased ( Figure  5) .
Using the experimental values of E and the R 0 s for the AuNPs of various diameters, for both FRET and NSET the general relation correlating E with r (Equation (7)) could be fitted well (Figure 6 ). 
For NSET, however, R 0 can be calculated independently using Persson-Lang model (Equation (8)) [53] . 0.225 ) [19, 20, 22] . From these standard data we get R 0 to be 49.8 Å. The simulated curve using n = 4 and this value of R 0 is also incorporated in Figure 6(b) . Although not conclusive, the well off and a much lower value of this R 0 obtained from Persson-Lang model suggests that in the present energy transfer case, the operating mechanism is FRET and not NSET.
Conclusion
The citrate reduction method of synthesis of gold nanoparticles is standardized. Using the developed correlation one can assess the dimension of the AuNP to be synthesized, in advance, from the composition of the reaction mixture and the diameter of the synthesized ones can be confirmed simply from spectrophotometry. This essentially makes the use of costly TEM unnecessary, at least for the primary purposes. Furthermore, a highly efficient energy transfer from the laser dye coumarin 153 to the synthesized gold nanoparticles (AuNP) of varying dimensions has been demonstrated. The very high values of the Stern-Volmer constants (10 7 -10 9 mol −1 ·dm 3 ) determined from the time-resolved quenching studies in the presence of AuNPs of varying sizes are orders of magnitude higher than those for the normal photochemical quenching processes. This is ascribed to an efficient energy transfer from C153 to AuNPs. A large enhancement in the extinction coefficient and an increase in the spectral overlap between the plasmonic absorption band of the AuNPs and the fluorescence spectrum of C153 with an increase in the size of the nanoparticles are held responsible for the enhanced energy transfer efficiency. The importance of the work lies in providing a new and simple system to be exploited for developing biosensors with high degree of sensitivity when the AuNPs are tagged to the biomacromolecules.
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